In the littlest Higgs model with T-parity, the new interactions between the mirror leptons and the Standard Model leptons can induce some lepton flavor violation (LFV) processes at loop level.
INTRODUCTION
The little Higgs theory is proposed as an elegant solution to the hierarchy problem of the Standard Model (SM) and is now an important candidate of new physics [1] .
Among various little Higgs models, the Littlest Higgs (LH) model [2] is the simplest but phenomenologically viable model, which incorporates all essential ingredients of the little Higgs theory. Unfortunately, this economic model suffers from severe constraints from the precisely measured electroweak data, and one has to tune finely its parameters to survive the constraints [3] . To avoid this problem, a new discrete symmetry called T-parity was introduced and the resulting model is referred to as the Littlest Higgs model with Tparity (LHT) [4] . In the LHT model, all dangerous contributions to the electroweak data are loop suppressed, and consequently wide regions of its parameter space are consistent with the data even when the breaking scale of the T-parity, f , is as low as 500 GeV [5] .
On the other hand, to implement the T-parity one has to introduce a mirror fermion (T-odd quark/lepton) for each SM fermion. In general, the mass matrix for the mirror quarks/leptons is not proportional to that of their SM counterparts, and due to the misalignment of the mass matrix, neutral flavor changing (FC) interactions between the two types of fermions may naturally appear, which will induce flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) processes for both quarks and leptons at loop level [6] [7] [8] [9] . Since these processes are highly suppressed in the SM, they can be utilized to probe new physics and any observation of them will undoubtedly imply the existence of new physics.
Since the observation of the neutrino oscillation, searching for the LFV signals at colliders has attracted more and more attention [10] [11] [12] [13] . The LFV production processes, such as pp(p) → l ilj [14] and γγ → l ilj , have been studied in R-parity conversing MSSM [14, 15] , R-parity violating MSSM [16] and TC2 model [17] . These study indicates that the production rates can be several order larger than those in the SM and may reach the sensitivity of future experiments. We note that, in the LHT the FC interaction can also induce the production processes, and compared the LFV decays such as l i → l j γ, l i → l j l k l l , τ → µπ studied in the LHT model [18] [19] [20] with the decays in other new physics models [15, 16] , we infer that the production rate is not suppressed in comparison with the predictions of the other model. This encourages us to study the production processes in detail. Among different production processes, we are more interested in e + e − (γγ) → l ilj (i = j and l i = e, µ, τ ) occurred at the proposed International Linear Collider (ILC) since the ILC provides rather clean environment to probe these processes.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we briefly review the LHT model. In
Section III and IV, we show the details of our calculation of the production rates and present numerical results respectively. Finally, a short conclusion is drawn in Section V.
II. REVIEW OF THE LHT MODEL
In this sector, we briefly recapitulate the structure of the LHT model and define the conventions of our notation. A detailed description of the model can be found in [6, 7] .
Basically speaking, the LHT model is a non-linear sigma model describing the spontaneous breaking of a global SU(5) down to a global SO (5) . This symmetry breaking takes place at the scale f ∼ O (TeV), and along with this breaking, there arise 14 Goldstone bosons which are described by the "pion"matrix
Note in the LHT model, the neutral gauge boson A H is the lightest T-odd particle, and due to the conservation of T-parity, it is stable and thus can act as an dark matter candidate [5] .
In order to implement the T-parity, each SM fermion must be accompanied by its mirror fermion. The particle content of the LHT then includes the T-even fermions, such as the SM quarks, leptons and an additional heavy quark T + , and their mirror fermions.
In this paper, we denote the mirror leptons by H (i is generation index), the mirror neutrino and the mirror lepton in the same generation are degenerated in mass.
In a similar way to what happens for the SM fermions, the mirror sector has weak mixing parameterized by unitary mixing matrices, i.e. V H l , V Hν for mirror leptons and V Hu , V H d for mirror quarks which satisfy the following physical constraints:
These mirror mixing matrices imply flavor violating interactions between SM fermions and mirror fermions that are mediated by the heavy gauge boson W H , Z H and A H . The relevant Feynman rules are given in [8] .
We have mentioned that the interaction between the mirror lepton and the SM lepton, such asl H lZ H (A H ) andν H lW H , can induce LFV interactions at loop level. The relevant Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig. 1 forl i l j Z andl i l j γ vertexes. Unlike the previous studies where the unitary gauge were used in the calculation [18, 19] , we use Feynman gauge to obtain our results, and that is why we also plot the diagrams involving the Goldstone bosons η, ω 0 and ω ± in Fig. 1 . We once compared our results for the decay l i → l j γ with [19] and found we can reproduce Fig. 4 of this literature. Note in the LHT, the T-odd scalar triplet Φ in Eq. (1) can also contribute to the LFV vertex by thel H lΦ interaction. However, since such interaction is suppressed by v 2 /f 2 , we can neglect its contribution at the leading order of v/f expansion.
The Feynman diagrams for the production e + e − (γγ) → l ilj are shown in Fig. 2 with the black square denoting the loop-inducedl i l j Z(γ) vertex. One important difference of thel i l j γ vertex in e + e − → l ilj and in γγ → l ilj is both the leptons are on-shell for e + e − → l ilj , while either l i or l j is off-shell for γγ → l ilj . In order to simplify calculation, we'd better use an universal form of thel i l j γ vertex which is valid for the both cases.
This is possible as suggested by [21] . In our calculation, we use the method in [21] to get the effectivel i l j Z(γ) vertex and present their expressions in detail in Appendix A. We numerically check the rates of the production processes are free of ultraviolet divergence.
Feynman diagrams for the production e + e − (γγ) → l ilj in the LHT model with the black squares denoting the effectivel i l j Z(γ) vertex introduced in [21] . Diagrams with the two photon lines crossed are not shown for γγ → l ilj .
We use the code LoopTools [22] to calculate the loop functions appeared in the effective vertexes.
B. Amplitudes for e + e − (γγ) → l ilj
With the aid of the effectivel i l j Z(γ) vertex, one can write down the amplitude of 
with
) is the effectivel i l j Z(l i l j γ) vertex which depends on the lepton mo-
(1 − γ 5 ) and
Similarly, the amplitude of γγ → l ilj is given by
For the γγ collision at the ILC, the photon beams are generated by the backward
Compton scattering of incident electron-and laser-beams just before the interaction point.
The events number is obtained by convoluting the cross section with the photon beam luminosity distribution. For γγ collider the events number is obtained by
where dL γγ /d √ s γγ is the photon beam luminosity distribution and σ γγ→l ilj (s e + e − ), with s e + e − being the energy-square of e + e − collision, is defined as the effective cross section of γγ → l ilj . In optimum case, σ γγ→l ilj can be written as [23] 
where F γ/e denotes the energy spectrum of the back-scattered photon for unpolarized initial electron and laser photon beams given by
The definitions of parameters ξ, D(ξ) and x max can be found in [23] . In our numerical calculation, we choose ξ = 4.8, D(ξ) = 1.83 and x max = 0.83.
Before we end this section, we emphasize two advantages of γγ collision over the e + e − collision of the ILC in probing the LFV interaction. One is for the process e + e − → l ilj , it occurs only via s-channel, so its rate is suppressed by the photon propagator and the Z propagator. While for γγ → l ilj , there is no such suppression. The other is the γγ collision provides a cleaner environment than the e + e − collision, so is well suited to probe new physics.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In our calculations, we neglect terms proportional to v 2 /f 2 in the new gauge boson masses and also in the relevant Feynman rules. We take the SM parameters as [24] : Among the LHT parameters, we must specify the breaking scale f , the mirror lepton masses as well as the matrix V H l . We choose f = 500 GeV and f = 1000 GeV as two representative cases, and as shown in [5] , these two cases are consistent with precision electroweak data. About the mirror lepton masses, we fix m GeV for f = 1000 GeV. We set V Hl = V P M N S (or equally V Hν = I), and like [7, 18] did, determine the elements of V P M N S from the neutrino experiments [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] with the three Majorana phases in V P M N S taken to be zero. From the results of [18] , one can learn that our choice of the LHT parameters satisfies the constraint from m H i ≤ 4.8f 2 and the rare decays l i → l j γ. By the way, in calculating the rates for γγ → l ilj we require | cos θ l | < 0.9
and p l T > 20 GeV [15] . Our results are summarized in Fig. 3 with different l ilj states considered. From this figure, one can get three conclusions. The first is the production rates of e + e − (γγ) → l ilj monotonously increase with m H3 becoming larger. This is because these processes proceed in a way quite similar to the GIM mechanism of the SM, so the more significant the mass splitting between the mirror leptons is, the larger the rates become. The second is the rate for γγ → l ilj is several orders larger than that of e + e − → l ilj . The reason is, as we mentioned before, that the process e + e − → l ilj is s-channel suppressed, while the process γγ → l ilj gets contribution from u-channel and t-channel and there is no such suppression. The last is among the LFV processes, the rate for eµ final state is much smaller than that for eτ or µτ state. This is because the processes with eµ final state are stringently constrained by the decay µ → eγ.
Since the production rates for γγ → eτ, µτ are significantly larger than the other production rates, we now discuss their observability at the ILC. For γγ → eτ , its main
γγ → e + e − τ + τ − . In order to enhance the ratio of the signal to the background, one usually adds the following cuts in Monte Carlo simulation [15] : | cos θ l | < 0.9 and p e T > 20GeV. With these cuts, the rates for the background processes at √ s= 500GeV are 9.7 × 10 −4 fb fb for γγ → e + e − τ + τ − respectively (see Table 1 of [15] ). This implies that to get a 3σ observing sensitivity with 3.45 × 10 −2 fb −1 integrated luminosity [30] , the production rate for γγ → eτ must be larger than 2.5 × 10 −2 fb [15] . Compared this value with the results in Fig. 3 , one can learn that the process γγ → eτ may be observable in broad regions of the LHT parameter space. With regard to γγ → µτ , since its production rate may be several times larger than that for γγ → eτ while the background rates are same, one can conclude that γγ → µτ is more powerful in probing the LHT model.
For the sake of providing more information of the ILC in probing the LHT model, we also show the rates of e + e − (γγ) → l ilj as the function of center-of-mass energy of the ILC √ s in Fig. 4 . We see that with the increase of √ s, the production rates become smaller which is similar to the behaviors of the supersymmetric models [15, 16] .
We also list the theoretical predictions of the production rates in the optimum case of different models in Table I . From this table, one can learn that, due to enhanced coupling strength, the production rates in the LHT and TC2 model can be significantly larger than that in R-parity violating MSSM. So the processes of γγ → l ilj may be utilized to distinguish new physics models.
V. CONCLUSION
In the LHT model, the interactions between the mirror leptons and the SM leptons induce the LFV processes at loop level. We study the LFV productions e + e − (γγ) → l ilj at the ILC, and find that, compared with the SM predictions, the production rates in the LHT can be greatly enhanced. In particular, the production rates for γγ → µτ and for γγ → eτ can reach 1 fb and 10 −1 fb respectively in optimum case, which fall within the 3σ observing sensitivity of the ILC. Therefore, these LFV production process at the ILC may be utilized to probe the LHT model.
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